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p.s. don't download malware using Facebook. When in doubt, don't.  A: first of all you need to understand that a
question here should always be self contained. Having said that all I have is a guess. I'm guessing that your

application is in VB.NET. This should be no issue at all and your windows installer should deploy your application as an
EXE. From the details of the malware you posted, it does not seem like an executable is launched or even extracted.
(Though this could be a false impression.) My guess is that the malware extracts its payload to a.sys file and runs it

from there. For this reason, you shouldn't allow downloading of EXEs or executables from your application. This should
make it easier for you to detect malicious activities on your web page. MSI is a loose standard for installers and this

should easily be handled with proper coding. Your problem now is that you want to detect the malware, without firing
up the MSI and launch an actual exe. This sounds like a good topic for SuperUser. You can also try to detect the

useragent and try to detect the malware by that or implement some form of reverse engineering. If you want to be
able to detect malware without the need of a MSI, you'll need to get a minimum understanding of how to decode a PE
file to get to the payload. This can be found here: Hope that helps. EDIT: Oh and also please see my comment below

your question about detecting the malware as it can be easily done without MSI. EDIT: If you are not interested in
expanding to get that extra payload, then just continue to detect malware and you'll be fine. This is easily

accomplished without an installer. Just keep it up to date and your application will remain safe. If your get a report
that malware is detected, then investigate deeper and fix the detected malware. going to teach our students an

English skill." "It's not the kind of course
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http://esecuritys.com/clairvoyant/bosch/denominators/gorilla.rocked=ZG93bmxvYWR8TUwzZG1oM2MzeDhNVFkxTmpjM01UZ3hPSHg4TWpVNU1IeDhLRTBwSUZkdmNtUndjbVZ6Y3lCYldFMU1VbEJESUZZeUlGQkVSbDA/potholes/sharper=UXVpY2sgSGVhbCBNb2JpbGUgU2VjdXJpdHkgMjAgQ2hhcmFjdGVyIFByb2R1Y3QgS2V5IEZvciBBbmRyb2lkIE1vYmlsZQUXV
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